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Abstract— The uncertainty in the prediction of wind power
generation can be reduced by accurately identifying the
probability distribution for modelling wind speed, which is the
most influential parameter in calculating wind power. This
paper aims to identify the most appropriate probability density
function (PDF) for wind speed to use in power system studies,
particularly for low wind speed, where the most commonly used
Weibull distribution unable to produce a satisfying
representation. Therefore, this paper has tested various
probability density functions (PDF), which include Rayleigh,
Weibull, Gamma, Lognormal, Normal, Inverse Gaussian,
Generalized Extreme Value and Exponential distributions, to
identify an accurate PDF for modelling low wind speed data.
Root mean square error (RMSE) and the coefficient of
determination (R2) are used as the measure of accuracy. The
obtained results have indicated that the Gamma distribution
(followed by Generalized Extreme Value distribution) provides
the best representation for modelling wind speed data. This
result has been further verified by performing probabilistic
power flow simulation in the IEEE-30 bus test system, where the
accuracy of the voltage profile PDF follows the same trend
similar to wind profile PDF.
Keywords— Probabilistic analysis, probability distribution,
voltage profile, wind speed.

I. INTRODUCTION
Environmental concerns, higher demand and sustainable
power sources have driven the power energy sources to be
shifted to renewable energy sources (RESs), such as wind
power and solar power. The wind power generation can be
considered as the most significant and widely used RES other
than synchronous generator based hydropower generation [1].
However, the intermittency of wind generators has produced
various uncertainties in the power system networks, which can
strongly affect power system security and reliability [2].
Therefore, these uncertainties in the power system networks
need to be modelled and evaluated by probabilistic methods
to maintain the stability and reliability of renewable-rich
power systems [3].
In the probabilistic assessment of power system studies, it
is essential to identify an accurate probability distribution
function (PDF) to appropriately represent the uncertainties of
the input parameters [3]. The randomness and intermittency of
the wind generation can be described by the probability
distribution, which can lead to enhancing and improving the
analysis of the renewable-rich future power systems. The
output of wind power is significantly based on wind speed
characteristics, which is dependent on the variation in weather
conditions. Based on the previous work, the probability
distribution for representing wind speed has been employed to
various aspects of the power system stability, which include
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small-disturbance stability [4, 5], voltage stability [6, 7],
transient stability assessment [8, 9] and frequency stability
[10, 11]. Also, the probability distribution is applied for power
quality evaluation [12] and power-flow assessment [13, 14].
In the literature, it was found that the Weibull distribution
is the most widely used probability density function (PDF) for
fitting the wind speed data [6, 9, 15-17]. Additionally, the
Normal distribution is applied to represent wind speed data in
[14, 18]. The different probability distribution functions are
also used in various power system studies for representing
wind speed, which includes joint Gaussian distribution [10,
11], Gamma distribution [19], lognormal distribution [19, 20]
and Burr distribution [20, 21]. However, most of these studies
used Weibull distribution to model wind speed without taking
into account the fact that the Weibull distribution cannot
represent the wind speed under low wind conditions [22, 23].
Thus, this paper will identify an appropriate PDF for
representing wind speed data that have low wind speeds.
This paper will further validate the result of selecting a
proper PDF for low wind speed by performing a probabilistic
power flow on the IEEE-30 bus test network. Additionally,
root mean square error (RMSE) and the coefficient of
determination (R2) are applied to evaluate the accuracy of
selecting a suitable PDF for fitting the dataset. In this study,
various PDFs are employed to represent the low wind speed
data, which involves Rayleigh, Weibull, Gamma, Lognormal,
Normal, Inverse Gaussian, Generalized Extreme Value and
Exponential distributions.
The remainder of the paper is organized into four sections:
Section II describes the criteria for selecting a suitable
probability density function. The implementation of the
proposed methodology is presented in Section III, and Section
IV shows the simulation results and discussion. Section V
concludes the paper with a summary and future works.
II. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
The variation of wind speed can play a vital role in
calculating the output of wind power. Hence, the wind speed
parameter is the most influential parameter that can affect
wind power, which can lead to providing a more reliable and
accurate prediction of the power system response.
A. The criteria for selecting proper probability
distributions
The choice of an accurate PDF for representing any dataset
is based on some crucial factors, which include [24, 25]:

•

•

•

•

Discrete and continuous distributions: the probability
distributions can be distinguished by their property of
being continuous or discrete. In a discrete distribution, a
random variable can be from one of a set of finite values
(identifiable). In a continuous distribution, a random
variable can take a value from a set which has infinite
values, as this set is continuous. In this distribution, a
variable can take any value from the specific range.
Based on the previous definition of distribution types,
the data of wind speed follows the continuous
distribution due to taking any value in a particular range.
Bounded and unbounded distributions: in a bounded
distribution, the distribution is constrained from both
sides, the distribution would lie between two values. In
an unbounded distribution, the distribution is not
constrained from any side, this basically means that the
distribution can be from negative infinity to positive
infinity. Therefore, the wind speed data are bounded
between the maximum and minimum values, which
always cannot become below zero.
Unimodal and multimodal distributions: the mode of
the uncertain variable can be defined as the value of the
highest peak of the probability distribution. Therefore,
the data that only have one peak are represented by the
unimodal distributions, while the data that have many
peaks are described by the multimodal distributions. In
this study, the wind speed data consider following the
unimodal distribution.
Univariate and multivariate distributions: in the
univariate distributions, the distribution is only based on
a single random variable, which means that the variable
is independent. On the other hand, the multivariate
distributions represent a group of variables, which are
probabilistically linked to each other in some way.
These probabilistic links can be created by using various
correlation methods. In this paper, the wind speed data
consider to be independent, and therefore, they follow
the univariate distribution.

B. Probability Distribution Function
The wind speed data can be modelled by employing
different PDFs. In this paper, the most popular continuous
distribution functions will be used to model wind speed data,
which involve; Rayleigh (RAY), Weibull (WEI), Gamma
(GAM), Lognormal (LN), Normal (NORM), Inverse
Gaussian (IG), Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) and
Exponential (EXP) distribution. The equations of these PDFs
are described in Table I [26, 27].
C. Evaluation Criteria
There are different goodness-of-fit measures that can be
implemented to assess the accuracy of the selected
probability distribution. In this paper, the RMSE and R2
criteria are applied to evaluate the suitability of the
probability distributions for fitting wind speed data [21]. The
RMSE and R2 values can be calculated by applying (1) and
(2), respectively.
RMSE= √

∑ni=1 (xi−yi)2
n

(1)

R2 =1 −

∑ni=1 (xi−yi)2

(2)

∑ni=1 (xi−zi)2

In (1) and (2), the i represent the index value (i = 1, 2, 3,
…, n ), n is the length of the wind speed data, xi is the
original probability, yi is the predicted probability that
calculated from different PDFs and z𝑖 is the mean of the
original dataset and it can be calculated as in (3).
1

zi= n ∑ni=1 xi

(3)

Table I. Probability distribution functions and their equations.
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u, the location parameter
𝑘, shape parameter
𝑐, the scale parameter
𝜇, the mean

III. PROBABILISTIC MODELLING OF ANALYTICAL APPROACH
A. Probabilistic Power Flow
The number of uncertainties is increasing in power system
networks due to the increased integration of intermittent
RESs and the continuous variability of system loads [28]. The
probabilistic methods can accurately model these
uncertainties by using the PDFs to represent the uncertain
system variables. In this paper, the Monte Carlo (MC)
simulation technique, which is the most extensively used for
probabilistic simulation, is implemented to probabilistically
model uncertain system input parameters [29]. As the MC
simulation considers as a numerical solution, it is involved in
a repeated random sampling of system uncertainties. Thus,
large datasets for uncertain variables can be obtained, and
therefore, the probability distribution of an unknown
probabilistic entity can be identified. In this simulation,
identifying an accurate PDF for fitting uncertain variables is
essential, which can lead to accurate results for the
probabilistic modelling. Hence, The suitability of the chosen
probability distributions is a vital part of the probabilistic
methods [3].
B. Methodology
Fig.1 shows the research methodology for this study,
which can be classified into two main points, which includes:
• Modelling wind speed data to eight PDFs.
• Performing probabilistic power flow for the original
dataset and generated samples that follow the eight PDFs.

Start
Collect wind speed data
Fit this dataset with the eight PDFs
Calculate the RMSE and R2 values and chose the
best suitability PDFs
Generate random samples that follow the eight PDFs

Additionally, the kernel density function is applied to plot the
PDF for the voltage profiles, and then, the RMSE and R2
values are calculated to evaluate the accuracy of the selected
PDF for representing wind speed data.
E. Uncertainty Modelling
In this study, the system load and wind generators are
considered as the uncertain system parameters. The variation
of the load is commonly modelled by the Normal distribution.
Besides, the continuous variability of system loads is
considered to be 3σ = 5% of the μ and this variation in the
system load represents the load forecasting error, which
happens over 24 hours [18]. Also, the output of wind power
is calculated based on the eight PDFs that represent the wind
speed data, as discussed before.

N= 8760 (length of the wind speed data)
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Fig. 2: The IEEE 30-bus test network.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Based on modelling wind speed data and running
probabilistic power flow, the best PDFs is selected

A. Fitting wind speed data

End
Fig. 1: The flowchart of probabilistic modelling of wind speed data.

C. Wind Speed Data
In this case study, the average hourly wind speed data for
one year is obtained from Blue Creek station in the USA [30].
This dataset has a low mean wind speed, which is 2.90 ms-1.
D. System Description
In this study, the IEEE-30 bus test network, which is
shown in Fig. 2, is used for power system simulation. Three
synchronous generators, which are located at bus 13, 22 and
23, are replaced by wind farm generators. This study has used
MATLAB and MATPOWER Toolbox [31] as the software
platform for modelling wind speed data and running
probabilistic power flow, respectively.
The actual wind speed data and the generated samples that
follow the eight PDFs are used to perform the probabilistic
power flow in order to validate the selection of the best PDFs
for representing low wind speed data. After performing the
probabilistic power flow, the voltage profiles of three critical
busbars are recorded, which are bus 4, bus 7 and bus 8.

Fig. 3: The histogram of wind speed data fitted with the eight PDF.

respectively. The lowest value of the RMSE and the highest
value of the R2 indicate the best performance of the PDF for
modelling wind speed data. This result also proves that the
Gamma distribution (followed by Generalized Extreme
Value distribution) is the best PDF for representing wind
speed data, which has the lowest RMSE value and highest R2
value.
B. Probabilistic power flow and voltage profile analysis

Fig. 4: The RMSE values of the eight PDFs.

Fig. 6: The voltage profiles of the original dataset and the generated
random datasets.

Fig. 5: The R2 values of the eight PDFs.
Table II. The estimated parameters of the eight PDFs
Probability Density Functions
Parameters for the dataset
(PDF)
used in this study
Rayleigh
Weibull
Gamma
Lognormal
Normal
Inverse Gaussian
Generalized Extreme Value
Exponential

c= 2.4564
k= 1.5894
c= 3.2375
k= 2.2889
c= 1.2650
μ= 0.8291
σ= 0.7540
μ= 2.8955
σ= 1.9192
μ= 2.8955
k= 2.5793
u= 1.9660
k= 0.1331
c= 1.2870

Fig. 7: The RMSE values of the eight PDFs for the voltage profiles of the
three critical busbars.

μ= 2.8955

The estimated parameters of the eight PDFs for fitting the
wind speed data are shown in Table II. Fig. 3 presents the
histogram of wind speed data fitted with the eight PDFs. It
can be seen from Fig. 3 that the Gamma distribution (green
dotted line) provides the best representation for wind speed
data, followed by the Generalized Extreme Value and
Weibull distribution, respectively. On the other hand, the
Exponential and Inverse Gaussian distributions show the
worst PDF for fitting wind speed data, respectively.
The evaluation of the PDFs is presented based on RMSE
and R2 criteria, which are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5,

Fig. 8: The R2 values of the eight PDFs for the voltage profiles of the three
critical busbars.

probabilistic power flow is performed in the IEEE30 bus test
network to verify the suitability of selecting the appropriate
PDFs for representing wind speed data.
The simulation results suggest that the Gamma
distribution is the best PDF for fitting low wind speed data,
whereas the Inverse Gaussian distribution (followed by
Exponential distribution) are the worst. The next stage of our
research will extend this study to include the impact of the
locations, duration and resolution parameters on selecting an
appropriate PDF for representing wind speed data on power
system studies.
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Fig. 9: Scatter plot of RMSE values of fitting wind speed data and voltage
profiles analysis of the three critical busbars.
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